
URINETOWN WORLD OF THE PLAY PROCESS DRAMA 

GOALS:  

Encourage the cast to think and feel about... 
...what it’s like to live in fear and desperation in life or death conditions. 
...backstories for their characters. 
...interrelationships and power dynamics between characters. 

SET-UP: 

A “museum” is set up around the room with “exhibits” from different periods in history when 
people’s rights were suppressed, freedoms were limited, and circumstances were were 
desperate.  

WARM-UP: 

House Person Tempest 

ACTIVITIES: 

1) World of the Play Museum Exhibit 

● Teacher in-role as Museum Curator welcomes students to exhibit: I am the curator of 

the exhibit you are going to see tonight: Worlds of Fear and Desperation/Resilience and 

Resistance. The exhibit is an exploration of the worlds that inspire and inform the 

musical satire Urinetown by Greg Kotis & Mark Hollman. 

○ Greg Kotis (book writer) calls the world of Urinetown a “World of fear and 

desperation” and referenced several historic and contemporary periods that 

informed him in the writing or are similar to the world of Urinetown 

○ This exhibit features these worlds of fear and desperation: Chicago Gangland 

during The Great Depression, Lower East Side Tenements (Low Life: Lures and 

Snares of Old New York by Luc Sante), the Warsaw Ghetto, Communist 

Romania (Balkan Ghosts: A Journey Through History by Robert D. Kaplan, 

Syrian Civil War, and Capetown Water Crisis. 

○ As we explore these worlds, I encourage you to think about... 



■ How not being able to pee privately or having to pay to pee would not be 

the only hardship you would experience in a severe drought that has 

lasted for 20 years. 

■ The bigger concept of freedom that “peeing free” represents. 

■ The power dynamics at play in these worlds 

● Allow students to explore the exhibit on their own  

○ Exhibits include images, audio/video, and facts about conditions, daily life, how 

people coped, art created during that period 

○ Certain students are given access to the “Director’s Circle” VIP section of the 

exhibit where they can relax in chairs and enjoy refreshments while the Curator 

gives them a personal talk about the exhibit. Other students are assigned to take 

turns acting as security guards making sure only those students given access are 

allowed into this section. 

● Post-Tour Discussion  

○ Instruction: Take the photo off the wall (or piece of text, quote, audio, video) that 

you most connected with in terms of the characters and the world of Urinetown.  

○ Circle (seated): Share what connection you made with the image and the world 

of Urinetown or its characters. (whole group) 

○ Discuss: (as a group) Dynamics or relationships at play while you explored the 

exhibit. Why do you think some students were allowed access to the “Director’s 

Circle” and some weren’t? What was the role of the students assigned to stand 

outside that section? (in pairs) Find someone who had a different experience of 

the exhibit than you (VIP, guard, regular patron) and share your experience with 

them. 

○ Discuss: (as a group) three types of roles you experienced during the exhibit 

(VIP, guard, patrons) and what parallels you see to the worlds in the exhibit and 

to the characters in Urinetown 

■ The Oppressors (VIP // Dictators/Government/Politicians // Rich/UGC) 

■ The Oppressed (Regular Patrons // The People/Targeted Groups // 

Poor/Rebels) 

■ The Enforcers (Guards // Kaps/Ghetto Police // Cops/Penny) 



● Create tableaux in center of circle, based on particular images 

○ Ask volunteers to recreate a photo in tableau  

○ Ask audience to make adjustments to body language and facial expressions to 

better match photo 

○ Allow actors in tableau to step out and view image 

○ Discuss facial expressions 

○ What power dynamics do you see here (oppressed, oppressors, enforcers) 

○ Ask audience to speak inner monologue of characters in the tableau by putting 

their hand on their shoulders 

 

2) A Day in the Life of a Urinetown character 

● Break into small groups according to the category your character fits into (choose the 

character you would like to play or you most identify with--Poor/Rich/Cops). 

○ As a group, draw a picture of what a typical home looks like for a UGC Executive, 

one of the Poor, or a cop. 

○ Discuss in your group: What your daily life is like 

● Show me a tableau of a private moment and a public moment in your day. You can 

work with others in your group. 

○ Ask audience what they see 

○ Bring tableau to life with sound and movement 

○ What power dynamics do you see 

○ How do tableaux for each group differ? 

● Which group would you characterize as the “bad guys”? Which are the “good guys”? 
Are there any gray areas? (Examples from exhibit: Al Capone helped the poor. Warsaw 
Ghetto prisoners offered rewards to be guards.) 

 

3) Political campaign 

● Each group chooses a candidate to run for mayor of Urinetown 

○ Each group member contributes an idea for the candidate’s platform 

○ Group creates campaign posters 

● Candidates give improv speeches then take a straw poll vote 

● Candidates engage in debate with teacher in-role as debate moderator 



○ To the Poor candidate:  
■ You say you’re trying to improve living conditions of the poor but what 

experience do you have running a city or company? What did you do 
before the drought? 

■ You say that the UGC, government and cops are corrupt--what are your 
plans reform them or who will you put in their place? 

■ Do you have any personal relationships with the Rich? 
■ UGC has kept the water from running out and the pee off the streets for 20 

years--what is your plan for water conservation and sanitation? 
○ To the Rich candidate:  

■ I understand that the UGC has made efforts to save the city from 
self-destruction, but do you make the same sacrifices you ask the people 
to make? Do you have a private toilet in your home? Do you have to pay 
to pee? 

■ Peeing is a natural body function--how do/did you justify controlling 
people’s access to toilet facilities? 

■ How do/did you justify the privileges (peeing for free, taking pay-offs, trips 
to Rio) you have while so many others in the city are suffering and have to 
wait in long lines and pay to pee? 

■ What will you do to make conditions better for the Poor? 
○ To the Enforcers/Intermediaries:  

■ How do you justify carrying out such a harsh punishment for peeing 
freely? 

■ You say you’re just doing your job/following orders, but don’t you have 
personal moral issues with what you’re doing? 

■ Do you have a private toilet in your home? Do you have to pay to pee? 
■ Were you born Poor or Rich? Do you have any personal relationships with 

the Poor or the Rich? 
● Discuss: Who do you think is the best candidate at this point? 

○ Call on 2-3 students from each group to share. 
○ Take final (anonymous) vote 
○ Was anyone surprised by the results? 

 

4) Reflection: “Wish You Were Here” Postcard from Urinetown 

● Create a postcard from Urinetown 

○ Create design on front that captures the essence of Urinetown  

○ Write a “Wish you were here” or a “Wish I wasn’t here” message  


